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We consider the Euler equation for an incompressible fluid in a general bounded domain of Iw’ 
with stochastic initial data. Extending previous work (for a fluid in a periodic box) we prove that 
the distribution of velocities u given as the standard normal distribution /+r with respect to the 
quadratic form yS( u) + flH( u), with p, y 2 0, S, H being respectively the entropy and energy, is 
infinitesimally invariant with respect to the dynamics given by the Euler equation, in the sense 
that there is a one parameter group of unitary operators in L’(F~,~) with generator coinciding 
on a dense domain with the Liouville operator associated to the Euler flow. We also mention 
problems connected with proving the global invariance and the uniqueness of the stochastic flow. 
Euler equation * stochastic flow * incompressible fluid * stochastic initial data 
1. Introduction 
There are situations in mathematics, physics and other sciences where some set of 
nonlinear partial differential equations is given, which should describe the evolution 
in time of a system, given suitable initial conditions. The initial conditions should 
be relevant to the problem at hand. It often happens that the set of relevant initial 
conditions for a given problem can only be described statistically by some initial 
distribution, and as a consequence also the time evolution is then studied naturally 
by looking at the time evolution of the initial distribution associated with the set 
of partial differential equations. A typical example is the statistical approach to 
hydrodynamics, where the partial differential equations for incompressible fluids 
are the Navier-Stokes equations. This statistical approach can be traced back to 
Reynolds and Taylor and has received a big impetus from Kolmogorov’s work. 
Nowadays the stochastic approach is one of the main approaches to hydrodynamics, 
see e.g. [l, 6, 9, 27, 291. 
The basic aims of a statistical approach in the above sense are to find stationary 
distributions (i.e. distributions invariant under the time evolution associated with 
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the equations), to establish appropriate uniqueness results for them and give 
theorems about the asymptotic approach of the system towards such stationary 
distributions. 
Problems of this type have been discussed mathematically, especially in connection 
with questions of the theory of stochastic processes and stochastic fields, the latter 
particularly stimulated by fundamental problems of statistical mechanics and 
dynamical systems, see e.g. [2,3]. In the present paper we shall be concerned with 
the stochastic fields associated with plane flows of an incompressible perfect fluid, 
described classically by the Euler equations. The idea that to such a fluid a stationary 
distribution of Gaussian type should be associated has appeared repeatedly in the 
literature, one early reference being T.D. Lee [4]. The discussion was pursued quite 
extensively e.g. by K.H. Kraichnan [5] (see also e.g. [6]). For other discussions of 
the mathematical problems involved see [7], [8] and [9]. As was proven in [15] for 
almost all realizations with respect to such stationary measures the energy is infinite, 
so that certainly the corresponding fields are not classical velocity fields (known to 
exist in this plane case by e.g. [lo-131) so the statistical description here is really 
concerned with situations physically different to the one described by the classical 
equations. The expectation expressed in the physical literature mentioned above is 
naturally that such statistical stationary distributions really arise as limit distributions 
(relaxation to equilibrium). For the discussion of numerical evidence of this see 
e.g. [14]. The stationary distributions associated with the Euler flow also play a 
relevant reference role in the discussion of the random fields associated with the 
Navier-Stokes equations, see e.g. [ 1,6,8]. 
A first mathematical realization of the stationary Gaussian measures associated 
with the Euler equations in a plane box with periodic boundary conditions have 
been given by M.R. de Faria and ourselves [ 151 and by Boldrighini and Frigio [ 161 
(see also the subsequent work [17]). In particular, it was shown in [15] that the 
measures dFp,? formally given for any constants p b 0, y > 0 by 
dpCLp,?(u) =const. e-P’H’Y(W) e-ys(w) dw, 
where w = (ok) are the Fourier components of a realization of cp, cp being such that 
(-&cp, i~,cp) is the velocity field, S is the entropy and : H:, is the renormalized 
energy, exist and are infinitesimally invariant under the flow induced by the Euler 
equations, i.e. almost surely for the random fields given by pfi,? the Euler equations 
have a sense, infinitesimally in time (this will be explained below). 
In the present paper we discuss the general case of a plane incompressible perfect 
fluid described classically by Euler equations in a bounded open region, with a not 
necessarily simply connected boundary. We first reduce the equations to equations 
for a scalar quantity CJ (Section 2) and in Section 3 we give the mathematical 
definitions of measures of the type dpB,V for this case. We show in particular that 
the classical energy is almost surely infinite with respect to these measures. In Section 
4 we prove the infinitesimal invariance of these measures, hence the infinitesimal 
stationarity of the associated stochastic fields. In Section 5 we show that, in the 
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case of a simply connected domain, at least one flow exists which is defined by a 
strongly continuous unitary group in L2(dpu,,), given by a self-adjoint extension 
of the vector field B(Liouville operator) associated with the classical Euler equations. 
The problem of proving uniqueness of the flow (here left open) has an analogue in 
the classical statistical mechanics of infinitely many particles. (The latter has been 
solved for a class of one dimensional systems [ 181.) 
We also mention a partial result from [24,22,23] towards the existence of a flow 
defined pointwise on the support of pp.?, as limit of the unique flow associated 
with the finite system of ordinary differential equations obtained from Euler 
equations by cutting off all energies larger than a fixed energy. 
We also remark that the stochastic fields associated with the measures dpu,,, are 
solutions of the stationary Hopf equation. The Hopf equation was introduced by 
E. Hopf in [19] as a functional equation intended to describe the time evolution of 
stochastic fields. For more recent discussions see [20]. That the stochastic fields 
associated with the measures d,uLP,y and other kind of measures (“Poissonian states”), 
in the case of the inviscid Euler flow with periodic boundary conditions in a square, 
satisfy the stationary Hopf equation was pointed out by Boldrighini and Frigio 
[16,17]. Our present work extends the results to the general two-dimensional case. 
Some of the results of this paper have been announced in [21, 22, 30, 311. Let us 
finally remark that recent work by Benfatto, Picco and Pulvirenti [35] exhibits the 
Gaussian measures pp,y as limit of the canonical Gibbs measures (Poissonian states) 
associated to a gas of vortices (see also [7-9, 17, 21, 22, 25-27, 311 for further work 
on the relations between two-dimensional vortex models, Sine-Gordon equation, 
Coulomb gas and Gaussian measures of the above type). 
2. The Euler equation for an incompressible fluid in two dimensions 
The Euler equation for an incompressible fluid in R2 is given by 
; u = -(u. V)u -VP, div u = 0, 
with u = (u,, u2) the velocity field, 
(2.1) 
vc -CL c > a a ax,‘ax, ’ u~v=l4,-+u*-, ax, ax, 
The function p(x) is called the pressure. The natural generalization of (2.1) to 
arbitrary domains A c lR* with piecewise C’ boundary aA is 
Zu=-(u.V)~-A rotf=O, div u = 0 
at 
(2.2) 
with 
rotf--$f,+-$f*. 
2 I 
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Here f = (f, ,f2) is the force. In fact, when A is simply connected, in particular 
A = lR2, then rotf= 0 iff f= Vp for some p and thus, in this case, (2.2) coincides 
with (2.1). We shall study (2.2) with the boundary condition 
n.u=O onaA, (2.3) 
where u is the unit normal to aA. This expresses the fact that there should be no 
flux of the fluid through the boundary aA, i.e. the fluid is physically confined to A. 
Now let w be the one-form 
w=u,dx,-u,dx,. (2.4) 
Then div u = 0 is equivalent with dw = 0. Thus div u = 0 implies that w is a closed 
form. In this case for any closed curve C in A, Ic w only depends on the homology 
class of the curve C. Hence to evaluate Ic o it is enough to know the integrals lain w, 
whereakA, k=l,..., n are the connected components of aA. By (2.3) and (2.4) we 
have 
I 5 
W= n.ds=O, (2.5) 
??A ii”‘4 
with ds the length element of akA. 
Hence w is in the zero cohomology class and therefore there is a function cp on 
A such that w = dp, i.e. 
The Euler equation (2.2) then takes the form 
arVLq = -1 (Vf$D)ViVlp -fl (2.7) 
with a, = a/at, and V, resp. V: the i-th components of V resp. VI. Since xi VfVf = A 
and xi V’Vi = 0 and VI . f= rot f= 0, we may eliminate f from (2.7) and get 
&Ap = -C Vf[(Vi~)ViV.f~l, (2.8) 
i,J 
which is obviously the same as 
a,Aq = -1 V,[(Vi(p)V;Vj(p]. 
i.1 
Using xi V :V i = 0 we get 
(2.9) 
a,Aq = -c VjV’(ViP ’ vj(p), 
i,i 
(2.10) 
and using Ci (ViV~j~)(V:Vj~) = 0 (since Ii V,Vt =0) and C, VfV,(p =O, we get that 
(2.10) takes the form 
a,Aq = -Vq. VLAq (2.11) 
or 
a,Ap = VLq. VAp. (2.12) 
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Remark. If we identify functions with two-forms in the natural way then (2.12) may 
be written as 
a,Aq = dq A dAq. 
Recalling that u = VLp and that n. u = 0 on aA we get that 
(2.13) 
t.Vp=O on I?A, (2.13’) 
where t is the unit vector tangent to aA. Thus the derivative of cp along JA is zero, 
which implies that cp is a constant C~ on each component akA of aA. Hence we have 
proven that for any classical solution u of (2.2) there is a function cp on A s.t. 
(2.6)-(2.13) hold. Suppose conversely that cp is a classical solution of (2.12). Define 
f = -atvlp -1 (vfp)v,V’p. (2.14) 
From (2.7) and (2.8) we then have that 
V’*f=rotf=O. (2.15) 
Hence in this case u = V’q is a solution of the Euler equation (2.2), and moreover 
if cp is a constant on each component of &4 then n. u = 0 on JA. Thus we have 
proven the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let A be a domain in R2 such that aA is piecewise C’. Then u is a 
smooth solution in A of the Euler equation 
a,u=-(U.V)u--J; rotf=O, divu=O 
with n . u = 0 on aA, where n is a unit normal to aA $ and only if u = Vlq, where cp 
is a smooth solution in A of the equation 
a,Ap = VP. VAq 
such that cp is constant on each component of JA. f is given in terms of cp by 
f = -a,vlp -1 vfqv,vlp. 
Remark. If cp is a solution of the equation in Theorem 2.1 then cp + c, for any constant 
c, is also a solution. 
Remark. If a”A, k = 1, _ . . , m are the components of aA, the condition n . u = 0 on 
aA can be replaced by j,+,, n. u ds = 0, as we saw in (2.5). In view of Theorem 2.1 
and the latter Remark we shall call equation (2.12) with boundary condition (2.13’) 
“the Euler equation”. We shall now express the solution of the Euler equation in 
terms of a function satisfying zero boundary condition on 3A and functions harmonic 
in A. In fact we have the following result. 
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Theorem 2.2. Let A be a bounded domain of R* with piecewise C’ boundary aA. Let 
aoA be the boundary of the unbounded components of Rz - A, and let $A,. . . , X”A 
be the connected components of aA -aon. Let aL be the harmonic function in A, 
independent oft, such that ak = 1 on akA and ffk = 0 on aA - akA, k = 1,. . . , m. Then 
u is a smooth solution of the Euler equation in A 
a,u=-(u.V)u--f; rotf=u, divu=O 
with boundary condition n . u = 0 on aA ifl there exist m real constants p,, . . . , &,, 
such that, with a =I,“=, p@!k and cp a smooth solution of the equation a,Aq = 
VLcp. VAcp +VLcu. VArp with boundary condition cp = 0 on aA, one has u = Vl(p + a). 
Remark. If aA is connected i.e. aA = Fi’A, then (Y = 0 on aoA implies (Y z 0. In this 
case the equation for cp is the one in Theorem 2.1 and cp = 0 on aA. 
Proof. Suppose u solves the Euler equation in A, with the given boundary conditions. 
Then if we set u = V’(cp + LY) with (Y = Cz=:=, Pkak, (Ye as in the theorem, then n. u = 0 
on aA. Moreover, div u = 0 (since V - V’ = 0) and inserting the expression for u in 
terms of p, CY in the Euler equation we get, using a,cr = 0: 
a,v’cp=-[V’(cp+a).V]V’(cp+a)-f; 
from which it follows, applying V’ that 
a,Ap =-V’[Vl((p+a) .V]VL((p+cy)-VLL 
and hence, using V’ . f = 0, 
a,Aq = -V’[V’((p + CI) . V]V’((p + a). 
As in the passage from (2.8) to (2.9) this is equivalent to 
a,A~=-CVjVf[Vi(cp+~) .Vj(cp+a)]. 
i.i 
Using 
and 
~v;Vi(cp+a)VjVj(cp+a)=O. 
i.j 
this is equivalent to 
d,Ap=-V(cp+(~).V~A(cp+a) 
i.e., using ACY = 0, 
a,Av = -Vcp . VlAcp -Va . VLAcp, 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
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or equivalently, 
&A’p=V’cp. VA~+V~LYY. VAqo. (2.19’) 
The fact that if cp a solution of this equation also cp -t- c, for any constant c, is a 
solution, leading to the same value of u, allows us to choose cp = 0 on aA. Conversely, 
let (Ye, Pk, (Y, p be as in the theorem, and set u = V’(cp + a). Defining 
f”-a,VL(cp+a)-V~(qY+a)~VVL(rp+a), 
we get the Euler equation for u, and 
rotf=-Vl~,Vl(cp+o)-VVI.Vl((p+(Y)*VVl((p+a)= 
=a,A~-CVIV~(~+~) *ViV’(~p+a). 
As we saw above in (2.17)-(2.19), the right hand side can be written as d,Ac,o+ 
V q + V IAcp + V (Y . V 1 Acp, which is zero by assumption. Hence rot f = 0. That div u = 0 
follows from u = V’( cp + (w), using V . VI = 0. The boundary condition for u follows 
from the fact that rp = 0 and (Y = Pk = constant on akA. 0 
Remark. /3,, . . . , Pm are constants of motion for the flow of the fluid. To gain some 
understanding of the physical interpretation of these constants let us look at the 
following example. 
Example. Let A = {x E R* ( I< /X(-C 2) and set 8’A E {x ) [xl= 1) and a”A = {x 1 (xl = 2). 
Then m = 1. Solving the Dirichlet boundary value problems we get 
al(x) = 1 - (ln 2)-l In (xl. 
Setting a(x) = Pia,( cp = 0, we have that a solution of the Euler equation is 
24 = V’s(x) = -P,(ln 2)-‘)x(-*(-x2, x,). 
Of course this is a time independent (i.e. stationary) solution, which describes a 
circular motion with a speed proportional to --pi and falling off at IxI+co as /XI-‘. 
Now let ZJ be a continuous function in L2(A, dx) and define the energy functional 
H(u) by 
H(u)=; I u2 dx. A (2.20) 
If u =V~(V+(Y) with rp, (Y smooth and bounded we get, with H(u)= fi(~, a), 
fi(cp, (Y)=$ 
I 
jVl(rp+o)l*dx=$ lV$(*dx+ 
n I A 
+ Vlq. V~CY dx++ IVLa(2 dx. (2.21) 
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If cp is zero on aA, as in Theorem 2.2, we then get, using that (Y is harmonic in A 
and using Green’s formula, 
But if we choose (Y as in Theorem 2.2, we have that (Y is constant on each component 
of aA, and hence 
n*Va=(t*V)a=O. (2.22) 
From (2.20)-(2.22) we obtain H(u) = fi(q) with 
fi(Q)E -$ I QAQ dx. (2.23) A 
Remark. {I/J, Q}+ -IA I,/JAQ dx is a symmetric form on the space of C2 functions 
which are zero at aA. 
We now have the following result. 
Theorem 2.3. Let u be a smooth solution of the Euler equation and let Q be a smooth 
solution of the equation given in Theorem 2.2. We suppose that either A is bounded 
or else u, Q and their derivatives are such that H(u), I%(Q) and the integrals occurring 
in the proof all exist. Then H(u) = I%(Q), with 
H(u) =+ 
I 
u2 dx, ii(Q) = -4 QAQ dx. 
A 
Moreover 
iH(u)=+Q)=O. 
Remark. This result says that the energy H is a constant of motion. 
Proof. We have already proven above that H(u) = B(Q). Moreover we have, using 
the definition of fi(Q) and the equation for Q, with (Y as in Theorem 2.2, together 
with Q = 0 on aA and the above remark: 
QV~Q.VAQ~~- 
I 
QV’CY * VAQ dx = 
A 
= VQ * V’QAQ dx+C 
I 
VjcpVf~ViVjcp dx, 
A hi ‘4 
(2.24) 
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where we have integrated by parts. Using V * VI = 0 we then get that the right hand 
side is equal to 
C [ VjqVfaViVjp dx=C [ Vjq(n. V’a)Vjp dx 
i,j A 1 an 
-C [ ViVj&kVj(p dx. 
i,j .Z 
Since CY is constant on each component of aA we have n. V~CY 
inserted in (2.24), (2.25) yields 
uad = -c J ViVjcpVjkVjrp dx. i.i n 
=, t. Va =O, which 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
On the other hand the left hand side is equal to (2.25). Using the symmetry mentioned 
before the theorem we get that the term on the left of (2.25) is actually equal to the 
opposite of the term on the right of (2.26). This is only possible when a,fi( cp) = 0. 0 
We shall now see that there are other integrals of the motion. 
Theorem 2.4. Let u be a smooth solution of the Euler equation and let cp be a smooth 
solution of the equation in Theorem 2.2. We suppose either A bounded or else u, cp 
and their derivatives with boundednessproperties uch that S(u), s(p) and all integrals 
in the proof below exist. Then 
_ 
(rotu)2dx=S(p) 
A 
Moreover, a,S( u) = ,3,5((p) = 0. 
Remark. The quantity S(u) = s(cp) is called “enstrophy”. The theorem says that 
the enstrophy is a constant of the motion. 
Proof. By definition S(u) = -$ (rot u)’ dx. Using u = V’(cp + CX) and Aa = 0 we get 
S(u) = s”(q), with S(cp) -f J ( ACJJ)’ dx. (2.27) /I 
If rp is a solution of the equation in Theorem 2.2 we get 
&S(q) = J Ac,o . VLq. VArp dx+ AqVLcz. VAC,D dx. (2.28) A J ‘4 
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Integration by parts gives that the first term on the right is equal to 
- 
I 
cpVLAq. VAq = 0, 
since V’Ap * VAp = 0. Thus from (2.28), (2.29), 
G(v) = - J ApVLar. VAq dx. A 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
Comparing (2.30) and (2.28) we get a,S((p) = 0. 0 
In the case of domains A with aA simply connected, we also have the following result. 
Theorem 2.5. Let A be a domain in [w* such that i?‘A is piecewise C’ and connected. 
Let u resp. rp be a smooth solution of the Euler equation as in Theorem 2.2. Assume 
either A bounded or 1.4, cp such that 
S’(u) = J f(rot u(x)) dx exist for all f E C(R) A 
and all integrals used in the proof also exist, for f E C*(R). Then 
SJu) = $(cp), with $(cp)- J f(Acp(x)) dx. A 
Moreover 
Remark. This result implies that S(u) = $(‘p) is a constant of motion. For A 
bounded (e.g.) we can easily extend this to all f~ C(R) by approximation. 
Proof. By the Remark following Theorem 2.2, for 6iA connected, (Y = 0 and cp satisfies 
the equation in Theorem 2.1. 
Defining S,(u) resp. $-(cp) as in the Theorem we get from u = Vlp, rot u = Ap, 
hence S(u) = $(‘p). For f~ C’(W) we can compute 
&$(cp) = 
I 
f’(Ap) . V’q. VAp dx, 
A 
where we used the equation for a,Aq given in Theorem 2.1. Using cp = 0 on aA and 
a partial integration we get 
&S&) = - J f”(A(p) . VLAq + VAp dx. n 
The right hand side vanishes, because of VlAq. VAq =O, which proves 
a& cp) = 0. 0 
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We close this section with a new formulation of the Euler equation. Let for u, cp 
as in Theorem 2.2: 
q(x) = rot u(x) = Aq(x). (2.31) 
Set 
B(Acp) = Vlp + VAp +Vla . VAp. 
Then we can write the equation for cp in Theorem 2.2 as 
&T(X) = B(v)(x). 
But, as remarked in (2.10), (2.12), 
Vl~p * VA9 = -C VjV~(Vi~Vj~), 
i,i 
and thus 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
B(Aq) = -1 VjV~(Vi(pVj(p)+V%~ VArp. (2.35) 
iJ 
For r,5 E C;(A) let us set 
($3 B(T)) =((cl, B(h)) = cCr(x)B(v)(x) dx 
/I 
(in the sense of generalized functions). Then we have from (2.35), using V . VI = 0 
and integration by parts, 
(4~7 B(AP))=-C J (VIVj~)(x)Vi~(X)Vj~(x) 
i,i .2 
-(V$. V’Q, Acp). 
By a partial integration we get that the term with the sum is equal to 
(2.36) 
C J” (VlVj~)(X)~(X)ViVj~(x) dx. (2.37) 
i,i A 
Let g(x,y) be the kernel in L2(A) of (-A)-’ and let 
Then 
and 
l&Y) = &&GY). 
1 J 
I dx, Y)~Y) dy = v(x) 
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Inserting this into (2.37) we get that (2.37) is equal to 
21 II 
(V:V;$)(x)s(x, Y)gi,(x, z)v(Y)n(z) dx dY dz. 
‘,I I 
Thus from (2.36)-(2.38), 
($9 B(Aq)) 
= 
2151 
(VfVj$)(X)g(x, Y)go(X, Z)n(Y)77(Z) dx dY dz 
i.  .2 
-(V$. V’a, Acp). 
Hence we have proven the following result. 
(2.38) 
(2.39) 
Theorem 2.6. Let u, cp, (Y be as in Theorem 2.2, Set 77 = rot u = Ap. Then 
atrl = B(T)> with B(T) = Vlp 1 VAq +V~LX. VAp. 
Moreover, with + E C:(A) and a pairing (. , *) in the sense of generalized functions 
zz 21 JJ (V’Vj$)(X)g(X, Y)g,(Y, Z)n(Y rl(Z) dx dY dz i,i .1 
Remark. From Theorem 2.6 we have that, as a linear functional on C;(A), 
B(n) = -c J JJ VjVlg(.,Y)g,i(.,z)77(y)r)(z)dydz+Vla.V77 i,J 15
= -2 V,V;((-A))‘n)( )(V,V,(-A)-‘n)( .)+V'a . Vn. (2.40) 
i,j 
For later use it is convenient to extend this linear functional to other functions n. 
Let A be a bounded domain in R2 with boundary aA piecewise C’, so that the 
Dirichlet Laplacian (i.e. the Laplacian with Dirichlet boundary conditions on 8A) 
has discrete spectrum 0 < A0 s A, G * . . , with corresponding eigenfunctions (Pi so 
that -Aq,, = A,cp,,. Let us consider functions +j on A of the form rjN (x) = 
Ch,,SN WP,(X) with c, suitable constants, c, = 0 for A,, > IV. Define 
B(GN)‘-C 1 A,‘C,A,‘(VjV:cp”)(ViVjcp,)+C C,VCY* Vq,. (2.41) 
41 n,m n 
Using Ci V,VjV’(p, = 0 we get 
B(<N)=C C A,'C"A,'C,ViVj(Vl~,)(V,cp,) 
i,j n,m 
+c c,VLa * vcp,. 
n 
(2.42) 
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Hence we have for I/I E C;(n), integrating by parts and observing that V’q,Vq, = 0, 
so that it is enough to sum over n f m: 
($9 BbjN))=- C hl’cfJG’cfn C lviv,G, v~PmvjcPn) 
nfm 
-‘y c,(Vl). vff, ,:,. (2.43) 
n 
From (2.40) we also have 
Ncv)=-z c GAI 
J JJ 
VjVfg(~,Y)g,(., Z)cPr~(_Y>cPrn(~) dy dz 
i,j n.m .t 
+I c,va. vp,. (2.44) 
n 
Hence, integrating by parts, 
(ti, B(7jhJ)) 
= c c c&n 
J JJ 
VlVjG(x)g(x, Y)g,(x, z)(P~(Y)(P~(~) dx dy dz 
i,j n,m n 
-1 c,(V*. Vff, cpn). (2.45) 
Let us finally give the expressions of the enstrophy and energy functionals for u 
replaced by GN. We have from the definition of the enstrophy functional in Theorem 
2.4 that 
where we used (P,, I (P,,, in L*(A) for n f m and ((qn[12= 1, and the notation CL for 
the sum over all n such that A,, s N. Moreover, using the definition of the energy 
functional in (2.20) we have, with fiN s.t. rot fiN = +jN, using also H(U) = fi( cp) and 
H(z&)=$ 
J 
/&,,l*dx=-; 
J 
cpNAp, dx, (2.47) 
.I .2 
with (Pi such that 
&, = GN =C CA,. 
From this we have 
(2.48) 
qN = (-A)-‘1 c,(p, = -1 A,‘c,cp,. 
From (2.49) and (2.47) we get 
(2.49) 
H(l&)=$ c A,IC,C, 
J 
(~n~rn dx 
n,m 
=$C h,‘C2,. 
n 
(2.50) 
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Remark. Define FC’ to be the space of all functions f(7) of the form 
f(77) =S(((Pi,, 77)~ * . . > (Pi,,, 7))~ 
for some n, i,, . . . , i,, with f~ Ct(R”). Define, for any f~ FC’, 
with yk = ((Pa, n). Then for n the solution of the Euler equation in Theorem 2.6 
On the other hand, for any smooth function g we get from the Euler equation for u, 
i g(u(t)) = - ((u * GUI +f(X)) dxv 
where S/&,(x) is the GPteaux-derivative. Looking upon 77 as a function of U, using 
7~ = rot u, we can consider f( 7) as a function f(u) and we obtain 
$f$ ((u . VUi(X)+f(X)) dX. 
A I 
B is the “Liouville operator” associated with the Euler equation (cf. [18]). This 
equation will be useful in the discussion of the Hopf equation for hydrodynamics, 
in Section 5. 
3. The Gibbs measure for the Euler flow and the random field B(q) 
Let y,, n EN be a sequence of independent real-valued random variables, each of 
which is normally distributed with mean zero and variance y-l, for some y > 0. Then 
I 
A 
Pr(y, S A) = (-y/21~)“’ e-(Y/2)t2 dt , 
--oo 
where Pr( . ) means probability. 
Let pv be the probability law for the random vector (y,, n EN), so that 
pv is a measure on R”; in fact it is the standard normal distribution associated with 
the Hilbert space 12(N) with scalar product (y, y’) = y C y,,yl , when y = (y,), y’= (y’,). 
It is well known that, if y # y’, then pLu and pv, are orthogonal (cf. e.g. [32, 
Theorem 3.11). 
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Let A be a bounded domain in R2 with boundary IYA piecewise C’. Let A be the 
Laplacian in A with Dirichlet boundary conditions on aA, and let (P,,, n E N be the 
orthogonal base in &(A) consisting of eigenfunctions (Pi of -A with eigenvalues 
O<h,SA,S.. . . For (y,, n E N, p,,) as above, let 
n(x)=1 cp,(X)Y,. (3.1) 
For any cp E L2(A) we have that 
(cp,rl)=C(‘P,%)Yn, 
n 
with (rp, (PA=~A cp,(x)cp(x) d x, converges in L’(j+), since 
c I(% %)I*= llcpll:<~. 
n 
(3.2) 
In fact 
Ha. rl)llS Y-211’pll:. (3.3) 
Moreover E,J(~, r))) = 0, where E,+ is the expectation with respect to pY, and we 
used (rp, 7) E L2(pu,) = L’(E.L,,) and E,,Jy,,) = 0. Moreover, 
4&A A*) = c YKCP, %)I2 = rlkPll:~ ” 
with /all:= (cp, cp), as follows from EJyz) = y, EJy,,, y,) =0 for n Z m, and the 
Bessel-Parseval equality. Thus (cp, 7) is a random variable, with underlying probabil- 
ity pu,, mean 0 and variance rjl~I/:. The restriction of (a, 7) to C,“(A) can thus be 
looked upon as the white noise random field, with Fourier transform 
E(e 
Gp,7)) = e-(2~)-‘lloll~S 
Since C,“(A ) is a nuclear space, by Minlos Theorem we can look upon the random 
field (p, 7) as with probability measure supported by the dual C;‘(A) = 9’(A) of 
C,“(A) = 9(A). Thus we have proven the following result. 
Lemma 3.1. Let A be a bounded domain in IF%* with boundary aA piecewise C’. Let 
pv be the Gaussian measure giving the joint distribution of the sequence of independent 
N(0; y-‘) distributed real valued random variables y,, n EN. Let v(x) = I,, (o,(x)y,, 
with (P,, the eigenfunctions of the Dirichlet Laplacian in A. Then for any Q E L*(A), 
(R rl) =Cn (9, CP,)Y,, with (v, cp,> = jn Q,(x>Q(x> dx, is an element of L*k). (P, T> 
is thus a random variable with respect to t..+,, with mean zero and covariance y(p, Q). 
The restriction of (. , 7) to C,“(A) can be identijied with the white noise random field 
of strength y with respect to the countable nuclear rigging C,“(A) c L*(A) c C,“(A)‘. 
p,, and t..+,# are orthogonal for y # y’. 0 
We shall prove in the next lemma that we may insert any element 77 in the support 
of I+ in the expression for the right hand side of Euler’s equation given in 
Theorem 2.6. 
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Remark. If we set rjN =CL (boy,, in (2.46) we get S( rjN) = + CL y’, . Formally S(n) is 
the limit when N + 00 of S( GN) and the Gaussian measure pr is heuristically given 
by 
exd-+(v)l KI drl(x) /I exd-rs(v)l FI drib) XGA xe,4 
(since its covariance is the inverse of the “quadratic form” yS(n)). 
Lemma 3.2. For any I,~E L*(A), (4, 7)~ L*(t+) us given in Lemma 3.1 (with $ 
replacing cp) dejine 
($9 BN(77))= - C’ hLIA~‘YmYn C (vivj+v vfcPmvj(Pn> 
m+n i,j 
--iv+. vLa, T>, 
with a the function of Theorem 2.2 (harmonic in A, zero on aoA and equal to jixed 
arbitrary numbers Pk on a”A), C’,,, being the sum over all m # n with A,,,, A,, s N. 
Then (I/J, BN(q))e L*&) and the strong limit of (I/J, BN(q)) as N+a exists in 
L’(t+). Call (I/J, B(q)) this limit. Then EPy((t+4 B(v))) =O. In particular (cp,, B(~))E 
L’(p,,), &J((P,,, B( 7))) = 0, for all n EN. Moreover 
(cp,, B(T)) = s,f’,m - ,C,: A ;‘A F’y#t C (ViVj(P,, Vf~kvj~l) 
i.j 
k#n 
I#II 
- ,;:, Yk(V(Pn ’ VLa, (Pk) 
> 
. 
In particular, (cp,,, B( 7)) is independent of y,,. 
Remark. ( I,$ B( 7)) is by construction equal to the expression on the right hand side 
of (4, BN( n)), dropping the restriction maxk Ak < N from the sum. On the other 
hand if we substituted in the expression for B(qN) given by (2.43) rjN with 
7jN =Ck v),,y,, (thus c, is replaced by y,), then we see that ($, B( GN)) coincides with 
($3 &V(T)). Thus 
($3 B(&)) = ($3 &V(T)) 
= - C’ AZ’A,‘Y,.Y, C (ViVj$, vfc~,V,~,) 
rntn i,J 
- (Vrc, * va, 7). (3.4) 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. From the definition of ($, BN(v)) and the above Remark we 
have 
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with ($, B(7jN)) given by (2.45), with c, replaced by yn, i.e. 
($, &X77)) = (4, B(G)) 
= - C’ Yn(VIcI . V% rpn) 
n 
+c C’YmYn 
i,j m,n 
VlVj~(X)g(X,Y)g,(X,Z)(P(Y)~,(Z) dxdydz (3.5) 
Using the Schwarz inequality, the normalization l/p//Z = 1 and the fact that 
E(y,y~,,~y,,,~) s CY-~, we see that 
E(l(+, B(;ii#)~ Cr-‘IIAll;+ IIV+* V’& 
where ((A(j2 is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the operator 
A = 1 (-A)-‘r,$V,V,(-A)-‘, 
i,j 
(3.6) 
with & the multiplication operator on L2(A) given by $@(x) = VfV,+(x). The kernel 
A(x, y) of A is 
g(Xv z)(VIVj$)(z)g,(z, Y)dz (3.7) 
This is of course a useful bound only if A belongs to the Hilbert-Schmidt class, 
which however is easy to prove, observing that 
IIAIL~C IIti~ll IIViVj(-A)-‘II (-A)-‘lI2, i.i (3.8) 
where I(. II denotes the operator norm. However ~~(-A)-1((2<oo, since g(x,y) is 
continuous for x # y and 
g(x,y)=-~lnlx-yl+O(lx-yl) (3.9) 
for x -y + 0. Moreover II$clliII = (( 1,5~//~ < 00 (where (( - (Jm is the L”(dx)-norm) and 
IlV,V,(-A)-‘/[ G 1. 
Moreover, since IlV$ * Vla((:<oo, by the fact that (CIE C,“(A), we thus have 
(*, B(rjN)))E L2(Pu,). (3.10) 
Furthermore, since E(y,y,) = 0 for n # m, we get from (3.4) that 
E((@, B(~?N))) = 0. (3.11) 
Let us now prove that {(+, B(rjN)), NE N} is a Cauchy sequence in L’(p,,). We have 
for any kEN, from (3.5), (3.6), (3.7), 
2 
Ah, z> f ~,rp,(~)~mcpm~z) dy dz 3 
m,n 
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with c_ the sum over all m, n such that N + 16 A,, A, s N + k. Thus 
E(l($, B(rj‘V+JJ)-($9 B(rjN))12) 
= c c E(Y,Y,Yf?CY,~) 
HI 
A(Y, z)A(y’, z’) 
m,n m’,n’ 
x (~n(Y)(~n,(~‘)(~m(z)(~m,(z’) dy dy’ dz dz’. 
We have ~?(y,y,~y,&,,‘, = 0 unless n = n’, m=m’or n=m, n’=m’or n=m’, n’=m. 
The term n = n’ is bounded by 
E (I( 4 c ~n~~n~rn(~rn <e, m,n 
whenever N 2 AJO( E), since 
E K A C ~n(~n~rn(~rn )I c Cr-* C (A, cpncpm> n,m n 
q W211412, 
where we used (((P,, [I2 = 1. The other terms are bounded in a similar way. This then 
proves that ($, B(rjN)) is an L*&)-Cauchy sequence. Hence (I,$ B( qN)) converges 
in L2(pr) to an element (+,, B(q)) hence also in L1(pu,). From (3.11) we then obtain 
E(($, B(v))) = 0. The rest follows taking 4 = (P” and using (3.4). 0 
We summarize the results of Lemma 3.1, 3.2 in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. Let A be a bounded domain in R2 with boundary aA, piecewise Ct. Let 
t+ be the white noise$eld of strength y of Lemma 3.1. Then for 77 = En cp,,y,, with (P,, 
the orthonormal eigenfunction of the Dirichlet Laplacian in A and y,, i.i.d. centered 
Gaussians with mean 0 and variance y-’ we have ($, 7)~ L*(P~) for any t,!r E L*(A). 
Moreover for any r,lr E C:(A), ($, B( 7)) exists as the L*&)-limit of 
($9 BN(rl))=- C’ hG’h,lYmYn C tvivj+3 vfPmVjPn) 
m+n i,j 
- (Vlcl* Vlff, rl), 
for any (Y as in Lemma 3.2. Moreover I?(($, B(q))) =O. (cp,, B(T)) 
of Yn. 0 
Remark. For later use we remark that if we call P, the closure in 
polynomials in yn of degree smaller or equal to m, and set 
P’U pnl, 
m 
is independent 
L*(/L,) of the 
(3.12) 
then a simple verification shows PC Lr(t+,), for all p> 0. Moreover we have 
R7(77)E p2. 
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4. The renormalized energy 
We shall convince ourselves in a while that if we heuristically insert into the 
expression for the energy functional H(U) a stochastic element u s.t. rot u = 7 with 
r] as in Theorem 3.3, then H(u) has infinite L’(p,,)-norm. In fact let us take first, 
instead of such U’S, rather iIN as in (2.47)-(2.50). In this case by (2.50), 
H(U”hr) =; C’h,‘y2, 
( ?‘= .,ZJ 
(4.1) 
n 
Let us also consider the corresponding “cut-off renormalized energy functional” 
(“Wick ordered energy”) 
:H(SN):=H(z&)-+ C’A,‘y-‘, (4.2) 
” 
so that 
:H(&): =$ C’h;‘(JJ’n-y-l). (4.3) 
n 
We remark that the correction in passing (4.1) to (4.3) is by a constant, such that 
E(:H(zZ,):) =0 (with E cexpectation resp. py). (4.4) 
In fact we have E(y:) = y-l, so that each term in the sum (4.3) has mean zero. 
Also :H(G,): E L’(p,,) for all N. Moreover :H(u’,): is decreasing in y. For y’< y 
we have, writing :H(c,):, to underly the dependence on y, 
:H(Gj&-:H(&):V’=-; C’A;l(y’-i- y-‘)<O. (4.5) 
n 
We now remark that CT=‘=, Ai’ diverges and CT=“=, Ai converges, since by Weyl’s 
formula A,, - lAJ-i4nn, where IAl is the Lebesgue measure of A. We shall, however, 
show that : H( CN): converges in L2(ky) as N + 00. To see this we remark that for 
any E > 0 we have 
II 
m+/ 
c A,‘(& - y-‘) 2 d/_+ = “c+’ A,‘A,’ (y; - y-‘)(y’, - y-l) d/+ 
“=m n=I?l I 
m+l 
m+l 
=y -2 1 A,‘<E, (4.6) 
n=r?I 
whenever m 2 m, for some m,,= rq,(~), since En Ai2 (00. This proves that 
I:=:=, A;‘(yt - 7-l) is a Cauchy sequence in L2(p,). Let us call :H:(u) the limit 
element, so that 
:H:(u)=s-lim:H(li,):. (4.7) 
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Remark. The notation :H:( U) should be understood with u given by q, 77 E supp t+,. 
Let us consider \(:H: 112. From the fact that : H( 6,): converges strongly in L2(~,,) 
to:H:(u),weget ():H:Ij,=lim,,, )I:H(C,):((,.But,similarlyto(4.4), II:H(zZN):II:= 
r-*x; Ai2 converges as N + CO to 
r-‘C A,2= y-2 
II 
Ig(x, Al* dx dy < a. n ‘4 .I 
Since :H: E L2(p,,), we have I:H:( < ~0 p.,-a.s. This, however, implies that Cn A;‘yt 
diverges p,-a.s., otherwise we would have a limit element h in L2(pY). Then we 
would have 
:H(C,):+ C’Y-lh,‘= C’A,‘y2,4l 
n n 
strongly in L2(pLy). But then on the one hand s-lim :H(CN): = :H:(u), and on the 
other hand :H: (u) = h - lim,,, 1: Y-‘A,’ = +OO. Since both :H(u’,): and h are 
finite p,,-a.s. but limNeW 1: ~-‘y;’ = +oo, we get a contradiction. 
Thus the evalution of the unrenormalized energy functional H of Theorem 2.1 
for u s.t. rot u = 77 yields I,, A;‘~~ = +co p,,-a.s. Finally we also have from (4.5) and 
the divergence of the r.h.s. of (4.5) as N + CO that :H:, - :H:,’ is negative infinite 
F,-a.e., where we denote by : H:, the L2(p,,)-function constructed above, the index 
y indicating the dependence on y. Hence we have proven the following result. 
Theorem 4.1. Let ijN =Ch,,GN (p,,y,,, with y,, qn as in Lemma 4.1. Then the energy 
H(i&)=$ C A,‘y2, 
h,,SN 
associated with 7jN is in L2(py), but diverges t_+-a.s. as N + ~0. The renormalized energy 
:H(iiN):” H(UN)- C y-‘A,‘=$ C A,‘(JJ~-Y-‘) 
A,,GN h,,SN 
is in L2(t+,), has norm Y-*C~,,_~ Az2, mean zero and converges strongly in L’(t+,) 
to an element :H:(u) ofL2(t+,). 
In fact :H: E P2, in the notation explained in the remark at the end of Section 3. 
We have 
(l:H:l(;= y-‘C A,*= y-* 
n I A
Moreover E(:H:)=O. :H: is a t+,-a.s. pointwise decreasing function of y such that if 
s lg(x, y)t2 dx dy. A 
y’< y then :H:,-: HI,, is negative infinite for t+-a.e. 77 and for t_+-almost ail q. 
Remark. : H: is a L2(pL,)-function, therefore a function of 77 E supp K,,. We write 
the argument u for : H: to remind us to the actual dependence of the corresponding 
(unnormalized) energy H(u) in the case of smooth u (where then 7 is rot 1.4). 
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Theorem 4.2. For any /3 2 0, we have e-P’H’ E L’(t+,), so that 
dpUp,y3 (1 e-m: dpy) e-P:H: dpy 
is a probability measure absolutely continuous with respect to ,uLv. For all P 3 0, Y > 0, 
we have : H: E L*(~..Q~) and for any + E C?(A) we km 
($3 B(77))E L2h3.J 
Remark. The probability measures j~~,~ can be looked upon heuristically as measures 
with density exp( -/3H (u) - yS( 7)) with respect to the heuristic infinite dimensional 
Lebesgue measure on the r). It is naturally therefore to call them the “pure Gibbs 
measures for the Euler flow”. 
The proof follows easily using I,, Ai2 <a, together with the fact that dp,, and 
are Gaussian product measures and one can apply Kakutani’s general results on 
equivalence of Gaussian measures.’ 
5. The infinitesimal invariance of the Gibbs measures 
The enstrophy S as a functional of the classical solutions of the Euler equation is 
a conserved quantity (by Theorem 2.4). We shall thus say that S(u) is invariant 
under the classical Euler flow u(O)+ u(t) given by Theorem 2.4. Formally p,, is 
described by a density e-“’ as remarked after Lemma 3.1. Would one be able to 
describe a flow on C:(A)’ associated with the Euler equations (with initial conditions 
on C,“(A)‘!), then one might hope to be able to prove that p,, is invariant under 
this flow, expecting the enstrophy to remain invariant. However the solutions of the 
Euler equation with such generalized initial conditions are not available (see however 
[15]-[17], [22]-[24], for steps in these directions). We also remark that pUr has 
support on velocity fields u s.t. rot u = n for which the energy, as we saw in Theorem 
4.1, is infinite p,,-as. So we cannot hope to be able to use results on existence of 
solutions of the Euler equation with initial conditions of finite energy. 
We are however going to see that there is a natural concept of “infinitesimal 
invariance”, referring to any possible “generalized Euler flow”, and that pv is 
precisely infinitesimal invariant. 
Let (as in Section 2) FC’ be the space of cylinder (tame) functions on 9’(A) = 
C?(A)’ which depend only on a finite number of coordinates nn - (cp,, r]), n E 9’(A), 
’ p 2 0 in Theorem 4.2 can be relaxed to p > -A, +y, see [31], which also contains new results on the 
supports of the measures pLp,? and the Poissonian states mentioned at the end of the introduction. 
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HEN. ThusfEFC’ iff f(n)=J(((~,,,n) ,... , (cp,,, 7)) for some k E N, some ni E N, 
some ?G Ck(DXk). The q,, are eigenfunctions of the Dirichlet Laplacian in the 
bounded domain A with C’ boundary, as in Sections 2, 3, 4. Remarking that 
17 = C (~,,y~ so that (cp,, 7) = y,, we shall also use the notation f( 77) =J(yn,, . . . , y,,). 
Moreover we shall denote the derivative of f(x,, . . . , xk) with respect to its variable 
xi by af/axi. 
It is easily verified (by a Stone-Weierstrass-theorem) that FC’ is dense in L*(/*,,). 
For any 7 E supp py, let 
&l(V) = (cpfz, B(1))). (5.1) 
We saw in Theorem 3.3 that B, E L2(p,) and 
B,(n) = .r;hm (cp,, N&V))= $im (%, B,(n)), (5.2) 
with B(rjN) given by (3.4), (3.5). Let us define for f E FC’ as above: 
(Bf)(T))=C B,h);fh). (5.3) 
n n 
The sum on the right hand side being finite, and B, being in L2(pT), (a/ay,,)f in 
L”&), B is well defined or FC’, and Bf E L2(pLy). Hence B is a linear densely 
defined operator on L’(p.,). It might be useful to think of B as vector field on 
9’(A), with coefficients B,( 7). We shall call B the (local) injinitesimal generalor of 
a generalized Euler Jaw. 
Remark. For classical solutions of the Euler equation, as remarked in (2.33), we have 
using, also in this case, the notation yn = (cp,,, 7). This implies, for .f~ FC’ and for 
such classical u, that 
(5.4) 
defining Bf also in this case by (5.3). In this case B is indeed the vector field 
(infinitesimal generator, “Liouville operator”) corresponding to the (classical) Euler 
equation. 
B is divergence free as seen from (5.3), since B, is independent of y,, i.e. 
(i~/ay,)B,,=O, i.e. div B-C,, (aB,/ay,,)=O on FC’. It is therefore interesting to 
study the properties of the vector field B also for 7 which are not classical solutions 
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of the Euler equation, namely those in the support of puv. From Theorem 3.3 we 
have also in this case that B, is independent of y,, i.e. 
$ B,(T) =O, pv-a.s. 
n 
(5.5) 
Hence div B =C (aB,/~?y,,) is zero on FC’, p,-as. We shall call a positive bounded 
measure TV on 9’(A) infinitesimally invariant under a generalized Eulerflow if 
Bfdp=O (5.6) 
for all f~ FC’. This is clearly equivalent to B*l = 0, where B” is the adjoint of B 
in L*(p) and 1 is the function identically one on 9’(A). 
Remark. If there exist solutions of the Euler equations (d/at)v = B(T) with initial 
conditions n (0) E supp kuu leaving /*.v invariant (in the sense that the map r] (0) + r](t) 
is a measure preserving map on (9’(A), pcL,)), then we would have (5.4) and hence, 
integrating with respect to dpY, j (d/dt)fdpu, =I Bf dpu,. By the invariance of kuv 
this would yield indeed (5.6). 
In this sense the above denomination of “infinitesimal invariance” has some 
justification. 
We shall now prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. Let t_~e,~ be the Gibbsian measures of Theorem 4.2. 
defined operator on L*(~..Q,) with domain D(B) = FC’ given by 
Bf(r1) =C B,(V) &f(o), rl E supp /+,,,f~ FC’. 
” n 
Then B is closable and tf B” is the adjoint of B in L’(t+,) then 
Let B be the densely 
B* 1 -B so that iB 
is symmetric. The Gibbs measures t_+ are infinitesimally invariant under the Euler 
flow (in thesense thatforanyf E FC', I,., ,, Bf dpP,y = 0, or equivalently B*l = Bl = 0. 
Proof. From the definition of B on FC’ we have for f E FC’, g(v) = g(yi,, . . . , y;,) E 
FC’: 
(5.7) 
since B:(q) = B,(v), B,(T) being multiplication by a real-valued function (in 
L’(t+,)). Let us first compute (alay,,)*. From the definition of ~~~~ we first get that 
ps,y is translation quasi-invariant in any of the directions y, and 
G.,,,( 77 + vn) 
d/+,Jv) 
=exp[-it’(y+ph;‘)yZ,-t(y+Bh;‘)y,] (5.8) 
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But for any f, g E FC’, 
g(q) dj+,Jq) =$ _&)g(n + Wn) d&y(n) 
I 
. (5.9) 
1=0 
On the other hand, by (5.&), 
= f(q - ty,)g(v) exp[-f~2(y+~~~')y~+~(~+~A~')Ynl ++,Jrlb 
(5.10) 
From this it follows that (5.9) is equal to 
I - 
-$(?)g(q) d/+,y(4-(Y+K’) Yn_%)g(n) d/+,y(T). (5.11) 
n 
This proves 
From (5.12) and (5.7) we see that 
B” = -c &l(n) 
n 
t+z (r+P~,‘)YA(77) 
n n 
and 
(1;BX)=-~~(Bi,(~)~~g)+~~((y+ph;;’)Yi,Br,(~)~g). 
1, 
If we prove that 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
we get B* 1 FC’ = B 1 FC’. This is proven in the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.2. If;=, (~+~h~‘)y,B,(~) =O, E.L~,~-u.s. 
Proof. Let us replace n by +jN = CA,,gN (P,,Y,,. Let y,(t) be the classical solution of 
the Euler equation 
iyn(r) = Bn(71N(t)), with rj~(f) = C P,Y~(~). 
h,,SN 
Then S(TjN) and H(GN), with rot ii, = 7jN exist and are independent of t. Thus 
o=-$ii,)_g s(7jN)JA(ilN(t)) =CYn(t)&(;iN(f))r 
n n 
and hence in particular 1, y,,B,, ( 7jN) = 0. 
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Similarly, 
o=~H(;,)=~A,‘y,(r)B,o), 
n 
where we used (a/a~~)H(zZ,) = hg’y,. Taking this for t = 0 we see that the lemma 
is proven when B, (7) is replaced by B, ( ijN). But B, ( 7jN) + B,, (r]) strongly as N + 00 
in L2(pu,). Hence there is a subsequence converging +,-a.s. 
Using this subsequence we get 
o= i (~+phn’).~,A(ii~)-, i (Y+PA;‘)YJ%(~), &-a& as N+a. 
#=I n=, 
Thus 
niI (Y+~K%J%(~)=O, pY-a.s. 
This proves the lemma and the theorem. 0 
We shall now remark that B can actually be extended linearly to the larger domain 
D(B) = Pu FC’, with P defined in (3.12), since for any f c Pu FC’ we have 
(Bf)(n) =C B,(V) $-(n) E L2(,4. 
n n 
Since :H:,E P2 we have then :H:,E D(B). 
By the infinitesimal invariance of pup,v we get easily B: H:, = 0. Let us now assume 
that cr = 0, which is the case when A is a bounded domain with ?JA E C’ and 
consisting of only one connected component. In this case define an antilinear map 
J by 
Jf(rl) =f(-rl) 
for all fE L*( pY). Then J* = 1 and J is a complex conjugation in the complex Hilbert 
space L2(pY). Since a = 0 we have from the definition of B,( r]) that 
B,(-rl) = B,(n). 
This implies, with A = iB, 
JA = AJ, 
which shows that A is real with respect to J. In the preceding theorem we showed 
that A is symmetric in L2(,uLy). By a general result of von Neumann, A being real 
with respect of the conjugation J and symmetric, there exists at least one self-adjoint 
extension i of A s.t. 
and 2” = .& 
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Setting then i = -ii we have E? 2 B, 
Jl?=--rsJ 
and (I?)* = -lo?. Then erg, tE[W is a strongly continuous unitary group on L2(pY). 
Hence we have proven the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.3. If (Y = 0 then the operator B = En B,(a/ay,) (infinitesimal generator of 
the generalized Euler pow) is such that iB is symmetric in L’(I_L~,~) and is real with 
respect to rhe conjugation Jf(T) =7(-q). Also, iB has a self-adjoint extension ii, 
which generates a strongly continuous unitary group U, = erB, t E R, on L2(pp,y)r such 
that for any fE D(B) 
the limit being in the strong L2(pp,,)-sense. 
Remark. We can look upon U, as defining a Koopman-Kolmogorov “generalized 
flow”, in the L2(pp,,)-sense, associated with the Euler equation. 
Let us now come back to the general case a f 0. If A is essentially self-adjoint 
then there is only a self-adjoint extension A of A and A’= A”. Hence in this case 
there is only one extension I? of B s.t. E* = -I?, and the extension i is just the 
closure B of B. 
e ” is then a strongly continuous unitary group in L*(P~,~). B being a derivation, 
we can associate to it an automorphism of La(Fup,?), implemented by a I-L,,-measurable 
transformation 4, of 9’(A), “a generalized Euler flow” supported by P,,, s.t. 
e’“f(T) =f(4,( 7)) for p,-a.e. 77 and all f E L”(p@,,). Of course in this case pp,? is 
invariant under 4, and for f E FC’ we have 
Moreover the ,+,-measurable function : H:, = 4 CT=:=, A,‘(yt - 7-l) of Theorem 4.1 
is invariant under +,, since pLa,? is a constant times e-P’H’Y times the invariant 
measure p,,. 
We summarize these results in the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.4. Let A be a bounded domain with aA E C’. Let B as in Theorem 5.1, 
then A = iB is symmetric in L’(P~,~). If A is essentially self-adjoint then its closure A 
is self-adjoin t, A = A*, and the closure B of B satisfies B* = -B. efB, t E R, is then a 
strongly continuous unitary group on L*(P~,~) and 
e”f(?7) =f(&(77)) 
for pP,Y-a.e. 77, where 4, is a ~~,~-p reserving transformation of supp CL,. = 9’(A). For 
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any f E FC’ we have 
&f(C,(II)) = L!f(?7), ,up,y-a.s. 
t=0 
The rerzormalized energy :H:, = ix,, A,‘(y: - y-l) is invariant under 4,. 
Remark. We have not been able to verify the assumption that iB is essentially 
self-adjoint on FC’. For systems of infinitely many interacting particles a correspond- 
ing statement has been proven in [18]. 
The flow 4, can be looked upon as providing a generalized solution 77 (t) = 4, (n( 0)) 
of the Euler equation given by u(t) = V’(A-‘v(t)+ a), for all initial conditions 
u(0) = V~(AP’~(0)+ cr), ~(0) E supp pr. These solutions have infinite energy H(u), 
for CL,-almost all initial conditions, as we have seen in Section 4. 
Remark. In [22,23] a “generalized Euler flow” y, associated with the Euler equation 
in the situation of Theorem 5.3 has been constructed, using a compactness argument 
starting from the finite dimensional flows corresponding to the cut-off Euler 
equations of the form of the one discussed in the proof of the Lemma 5.2.2 In this 
case if A = iB is essentially self-adjoint, & has to coincide with y,. We shall here 
give the main result of [22,23], referring to those references for the proof. 
Theorem 5.5. Let A be a bounded domain of R2 with aA connected and C’. Let 
Br(7t)=LIB,(7j,.,) and B”= 1 B:(q):. 
h,,SN n 
Define y,“(t) as the solution of the cut-oj” Euler equation 
;y,N(f) = x%,Nw, A f?l~N), 
with initial condition y:(O) = y,,. Set 
Y,N(ynN(O))=YnN(t), (W%)=~(Y;N(77)), 77ESUPPkQ,r. 
7hen U;” is unitary in L’(t+,) and pp,y is invariant under yy. 
nze family {eiacY,N(-v,~)), a E !R, n E RJ} indexed by N is equicontinuous, unzformly 
bounded by 1, from R into L2(,upVv). There is a subsequence of N such that ei”‘Y:‘F,~” 
converges weakly in L2(t+:), in a uniform way for all t in compacts of R, to a limit 
A(t, 7) in L2(uu,,). Also, fa(t, ) r] so ves the limit Euler equation in the sense that 1 
&t)=.&O)+w-2,” ‘~N&Y.;(.))ds, 
I 0 
,vr( t) converges weakly by subsequences in L”(pu,,) to a limit y,,(t) and one has 
= ih(t>, weakly in L’(~_Q,). 
<I =0 
’ A corresponding method has been used in [24] to get a similar result in the case of the Euler equation 
in a box with periodic boundary conditions. 
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Then, U,_&(s) -fa(s+ t), s, t E R is a strongly continuous one-parameter group of 
contractions of L’(t+,), with infinitesimal generator 6 an extension of B. et’, (e’“)* 
are contraction semigroups in L’(~Q~) and I? is maximally densely defined dissipative 
and there exists a unique orthogonal decomposition L2(t+,) = %‘, 0 SY,, with U, 1 2, 
unitary and U, 1 2, completely non unitary. The maps y,(y,(s)) = y,(s + t) form a 
weakly continuous and diflerentiable group from R into L2(t_+?). 
Remark. In [19] Hopf considered stochastic flows in connection with the Navier- 
Stokes equation in a domain A. If pI is the probability distribution for a stochastic 
flow u,, then Hopf considered the corresponding positive definite function W,(v), 
defined on the space of smooth vector-valued functions v E C”(A, OX”), given by 
T,(~) E J eiflu(r)u(x)dx dp,(U), (5.7) 
The Hopf equation [ 191 is obtained by writing the Navier-Stokes equation in terms 
of the characteristic function Pg. The inviscid Euler-Hopf equation is obtained 
from the general Hopf equation in [19] by setting the viscosity equal to zero. 
Let ~=Vl(A~‘r)+a!), with n~supppa,~. Then exp(ij,,u(x)v(x)dx)EFC’c 
D(B) and, by the infinitesimal invariance of pO,? (Theorem 5.1), we have 
J (Be iI,u(x)u(x)dx) dpp,Jq) =o. (5.8) 
Let 
Q,(V) = 
J 
eif,u(x)u(x)dx dFLp,y(q). 
As in the remark at the end of Section 2 we have 
J 2 6 eil, 
u(x)v(x)dx 
B eif,uCx)uCx)dx =- 
c 
6ui(x) 
(Cu. V>ui(x) +f(x)) dx. (5.9) 
‘1 I=1 
The Hopf equation for measures p’ associated with the Euler equation is by definition 
the equation 
$&(u) = J B(eiI.,“(x)“(“)dx) dpc(u). (5.10) 
Inserting (5.9) into this and expressing the right hand side by functional derivatives 
of P,(v) we get the Hopf equation in the form 
(5.11) 
Let p’ = ~b,~, where pb,Y is the image of pP,v under the flow 4, of Theorem 5.4. 
Then p’ = p0 = pp,Y for all t, by the invariance of ~a,~ under 4,. Moreover by (5.8) 
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the right hand side of (5.10) is zero, hence the right hand side of (5.11) is zero. We 
see thus that in this case q,(u) = qO( u) is a stationary solution of the Hopf equation.3 
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Notes added in proof 
In deep sorrows the first author announces the departure of his great friend and 
coauthor for nearly twenty years, Raphael Hoegh-Krohn. 
Recently the global invariance of the measures p,+ under a pointwise flow 
associated with Euler equation has been proven in S. Albeverio, A. B. Cruzeiro, 
Global flows with invariant (Gibbs) measures for Euler and Navier-Stokes two 
dimensional fluids, to appear in Comm. Math. Phys. 
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